
OTHER RATES & FEES

Premium TaylorMade® Club Rentals Resort Set ....................................................................................... $40
(2 players may share, includes sleeve of TaylorMade golf balls & walk cart)

Walking Cart Rental .............................................................................................................................. $10

Non-Golfing Spectator Fee .................................................................................................................... $10

The Links at Terranea is an incomparable 9-hole, par 3 golf course just a few steps from the Pacific Ocean. The 

Links offers a collection of nine remarkable par 3s, masterfully integrated with each other and the surrounding 

landmarks. Elevation changes, green contours, artful bunkering, unobstructed sightlines, and a wide range of 

classic strategic elements all combine to give it plenty of visual drama and sheer enjoyability.

With a variety of tee placements, the course provides a new golfer an inviting setup, and an experienced golfer 

the opportunity to play every type of short to long iron shot imaginable. From the back tees, the golf course totals 

approximately 1,239 yards, with holes ranging from 104 to 173 yards.

The Links delivers an exciting course, reasonably priced, that won’t take all day to play. Perhaps best of all, golfers 

at The Links walk and take in the magnificent coastal setting, just as the game was intended to be enjoyed.

COURSE OVERVIEW

HOLE NAME YARDS ARCHITECT’S NOTES

1 Long Point 123 The historic name for this land on which your round begins.

2 Boomerang 104 A boomerang-shaped green wraps around a small but strategic bunker.

3 Captain’s Bluff 172 The bold will take dead aim at the Pt. Vicente lighthouse.

4 Point Fermin 136 Your shot will ride a prevailing tailwind down to Point Fermin

5 Little Blue 115 A delicate shot framed by a vast blue backdrop of ocean and sky.

6 Portuguese Bend 145 Like its namesake, the green complex has a lot of movement

7 Punchbowl 150 Favor the left side to catch the slope of the partial punchbowl green.

8 Catalina 173 Catalina looks reachable on a clear day, but focus on the green.

9 Whale Road 121 A gallery of mighty grays may add to the drama of the finishing hole.
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COURSE POLICIES

• Soft spikes only
• Dress code- No tank tops for men, gym shorts, 

open-toed shoes, or swimwear
• No practicing on the course 
• Keep walking carts off greens (Tees are ok)
• Please rake bunkers and leave rakes in bunkers 

when finished
• Please sand divots and repair ball marks
• Pace of play is 10-12 minutes per hole
• If after 4 shots you haven’t reached the green, 

please place ball on the green and putt out
• Replay rates are available off of a full rack rate
• Children under 12 must be supervised by an adult 

• Check in 15 minutes before tee times
• Maximum of 5 players per group (including 

spectators)
• Allow groups to play through if you have a hole 

open in front of you
• No hitting golf balls off of the course or cliffs. 

Public beach and trails surround the course
• Golfers are responsible for damage to property and 

injury of others
• Be respectful of other golfers
• No foul language
• For your child’s safety Toddlers & Strollers are not 

permitted on the Golf Course

GREEN FEE PRICING

Monday-Thursday* 9 Holes Replay
Adult (over 18) $48 $30

Junior $22 $16

*Excludes holidays & peak demand days; does not apply to tournaments.

Fri-Sun/Holidays* 9 Holes Replay
Adult (over 18) $60 $30

Junior $30 $16

*Fri-Sun/Holiday rates apply to peak demand days. Juniors under the age of 12 must be accompanied by an adult. Prices do 
not apply to tournaments.

•  Green fees are inclusive of a 10% City of Rancho Palos Verdes golf tax.
•  Public reservations may be made up to 30 days in advance.
•  Replay rounds must be on the same day and are on a space available basis.
•  All rates & fees are subject to change without prior notice.

For more information or to schedule a tee time, please contact the golf house at

310.265.2751

Golf  Course Information & Pricing
Ranked #2 of the Top 10 Par-3 Golf Courses

Golf Magazine
2016 The Links at Terranea named #5

among the Top 25 Short Courses
Golf Advisor

2014 The Links at Terranea Named 
Most Enticing Par-3 Course

Golf Magazine


